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A Short History of Stupid-Helen Razer 2014-11-19 How did everything get
so dumb? How did we become hostages to idiocy? What must we do to be
freed from a captor whose ransom note simply reads, 'D'oh'? The
deteriorating quality of our public debate and the dwindling of common
sense in media, politics and culture can drive you to despair and rage. It
certainly drove writers Helen Razer and Bernard Keane to a desperate act:
befriending each other for long enough to write a book. Join forces with
these uneasy allies to fight against a world that has lost its reason. Explore
what's behind the remorseless spread of idiocy, and why there's just so
much damn Stupid around you. Stupid isn't just ignorance; it's not just
laziness. Worse than the absence of thought, Stupid is a virus that drains
our productivity and leaves us sick and diminished. And Stupid has a long,
complex and terrible past, one we need to understand in order to defeat it.
A Short History of Stupid traces the origins of this maddening ill, examining
the different ways in which we've been afflicted over the last three thousand
years. It damns those who have spread Stupid and celebrates the brave few
who resisted. It shows how Stupid tightens the grubby grip of the foolish
around our throats. Hilarious, smart, unpleasant, infuriating and rude, A
Short History of Stupid is at once a provocation and a comfort. It will spark
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debate, soothe the terminally frustrated and outrage the righteously Stupid.
It is a book whose Stupid time has come.
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freed from a captor whose ransom note simply reads, 'D'oh'? The
deteriorating quality of our public debate and the dwindling of common
sense in media, politics and culture can drive you to despair and rage. It
certainly drove writers Helen Razer and Bernard Keane to a desperate act:
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these uneasy allies to fight against a world that has lost its reason. Explore
what's behind the remorseless spread of idiocy, and why there's just so
much damn Stupid around you. Stupid isn't just ignorance; it's not just
laziness. Worse than the absence of thought, Stupid is a virus that drains
our productivity and leaves us sick and diminished. And Stupid has a long,
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the different ways in which we've been afflicted over the last three thousand
years. It damns those who have spread Stupid and celebrates the brave few
who resisted. It shows how Stupid tightens the grubby grip of the foolish
around our throats. Hilarious, smart, unpleasant, infuriating and rude, A
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Short History of Stupid is at once a provocation and a comfort. It will spark
debate, soothe the terminally frustrated and outrage the righteously Stupid.
It is a book whose Stupid time has come.
Stupidity-Avital Ronell 2002 "Avital Ronell's work studies the fading empire
of cognition, modulating stupidity into idiocy, puerility, and the figure of the
ridiculous philosopher instituted by Kant. Investigating ignorance,
dumbfoundedness, and the limits of reason, Stupidity probes the pervasive
practice of theory-bashing and related forms of paranoid aggression. A
section on prolonged and debilitating illness pushes the text to an edge of a
corporeal hermeneutics, "at the limits of what the body knows and tells.""-BOOK JACKET.
The Hinge Factor-Erik Durschmied 2011-10-01 From the wooden horse at
Troy to a harrowing photograph snapped in Vietnam, from Robert E. Lee’s
lost battle plans to the evacuation of Dunkirk, world history has been
shaped as much by chance and error as by courage and heroism. Time and
again, invincible armies fall to weaker opponents in the face of impossible
odds, when the outcome had seemed a foregone conclusion. How and why
does this happen? What is it that decides the fate of battle? Writing with the
style and flair that has made him an award-winning war correspondent,
Durschmied takes us through the major battles of history, from the
battlefields of ancient Greece to the Gulf War. In a series of gripping
narratives, he vividly recreates the crucial events in all their mayhem and
confusion while pointing out the decisive moments that changed the course
of history. We see Agincourt, where rain combined with French arrogance
to give Henry V the day; the Crimea, where a badly worded order led to the
disastrous charge of the Light Brigade; and colonial Africa, where an attack
by African killer bees, described by the London Times as Germany’s secret
weapon, repulsed an Allied invasion. And in a chilling epilogue, we are given
a disturbing glimpse of the secret attempt by Libya to buy atomic weapons
from China for use against Israel. Drawing from a variety of sources,
including personal accounts such as soldiers’ diaries and letters home, The
Hinge Factor is an instructive, fascinating look at how the unpredictable,
the absurd, and the bizarre have shaped the face of history in war.
Stupid Ancient History-Leland Gregory 2012-10-16 "New York Times"bestselling author Gregory is silly, shocking, weird, hilariously funny--and
outrageously true. Gregory chronicles Greek philosophers, Roman
conquerors, and historic myth conceptions.
Stupid Christmas-Leland Gregory 2010-09-14 From absurd 911 calls to
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presidential philosophizing and foolish felons, Leland Gregory generates the
best laughs by exposing the worst of human nature. Following up his New
York Times best-selling Stupid American History, Gregory sets his sights on
the holidays as he exposes mind-numbing mistletoe maladies in Stupid
Christmas: Idiots under the Mistletoe. Perhaps it's the spiked eggnog or the
multiple family members gathered around crazy-colored, twinkly lights, but
the holidays are rife with idiocy by the daft and the dumb. Inside this latest
collection, Gregory offers more than 200 accounts of holiday-induced
stupidity, including: * While smoke billowed out of the store, firefighters had
to physically restrain enthusiastic shoppers from entering a Great Lakes
Mall store during an electrical fire. * In 1995, officials debated over whom
to invite to the city's Christmas tree ceremony: President Bill Clinton or the
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. * As a joke, Andrew Jackson sent formal
invitations to his Christmas ball to a well-known mother-and-daughter
prostitute team in Salisbury, North Carolina.
How I Became Stupid-Martin Page 2004-11-30 Ignorance is bliss, or so
hopes Antoine, the lead character in Martin Page's stinging satire, How I
Became Stupid—a modern day Candide with a Darwin Award like
sensibility. A twenty-five-year-old Aramaic scholar, Antoine has had it with
being brilliant and deeply self-aware in today's culture. So tortured is he by
the depth of his perception and understanding of himself and the world
around him that he vows to denounce his intelligence by any means
necessary in order to become "stupid" enough to be a happy, functioning
member of society. What follows is a dark and hilarious odyssey as Antoine
tries everything from alcoholism to stock-trading in order to lighten the
burden of his brain on his soul.
Stupid History-Leland Gregory 2009-06-15 Why exactly is Paul Revere
revered? Was the lightbulb really Thomas Edison's bright idea? * Bestselling author Leland Gregory employs his masterful wit to expose historical
myths, faux "facts," strange events, and tales of human stupidity throughout
history. If it would shock you to learn that Benjamin Franklin didn't discover
electricity, you'll appreciate this take on hundreds of historical legends and
debacles. Historians and humorists alike may be surprised to learn that: *
Samuel Prescott made the famous horseback ride into Concord, not Paul
Revere. * As a member of Parliament, Isaac Newton spoke only once. He
asked for an open window. * On April 24, 1898, Spain declared war on the
U.S., thus starting the Spanish-American War. The U.S. declared war the
very next day, but not wanting to be outdone, had the date on the
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declaration changed from April 25 to April 21. With these and many other
stories, leading humorist Leland Gregory once again highlights both the
strange and the funny side of humankind.
S Is for Stupid-Leland Gregory 2010-10-01 From absurd 911 calls to
presidential philosophizing and foolish felons, Leland Gregory generates the
best laughs by exposing the worst of human nature. Collectively, his humor
collections have sold more than 500,000 copies and generated two New
York Times best-sellers. Inside S Is for Stupid, Gregory sets his sights on the
stupidest of stupid with a "best-of" collection featuring 50 percent new
material and 50 percent fan favorites. As Gregory's largest collection yet, S
Is for Stupid features more than 350 pages of outrageous stories, trivia, and
factoids organized alphabetically by topic. Such entries include: * The
following is a doctor's actual diagnostic notation: The patient is married but
sexually active. * "Shooting Reported at Firing Range" --the State,
Columbia, South Carolina, August 4, 2006 * Arrested for public urination in
Bowling Green, Ohio: Mr. Joshua Pees. --the Sentinel-Tribune, Bowling
Green, Ohio, September 5, 2001 Because the stories Gregory chronicles are
just that unbelievable, each anecdote, quote, or factoid is presented with
relevant background information, including its verified news source.
Duh!-Bob Fenster 2000-09 Offering a compilation of the stupid things that
people do, this three-part study of humankind descibes human idiocy within
such areas as politics, history, science, and sports, and offers advice on how
to avoid doing stupid things.
The Good, the Bad and the Little Bit Stupid-Marina Lewycka 2020-03-05
*PRE-ORDER NOW* The bestselling author of A Short History of Tractors in
Ukrainian is in top form tackling money laundering and the state of Britain
today in this vibrant, laugh-out-loud novel George Pantis is in a pickle. After
walking out on his wife Rosie on Referendum night 2016 to shack up with
hairdresser 'Brexit Brenda' next door, he thinks he's got it made - especially
when he wins millions on a Kosovan lottery he only vaguely remembers
entering. Unfortunately, he's forgotten his password and can't get at his
money. Which is a problem because he suddenly has to contend with lots of
forceful new friends desperate to know his mother's maiden name. As things
quickly get out of hand, George must make a mad dash from Sheffield to the
Adriatic - and into the arms of organized crime gangs who specialize in
illegal kidney transplants and heroin smuggling. George is in need of rescue
- both from this pickle and from himself. But will his son Sensible Sid,
Brenda and Rosie put aside their differences long enough to help? And
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might the journey bring this dysfunctional family back together? ---------------------------------------- Praise for Marina Lewycka 'Lewycka is a seriously talented
comic writer' Time Out 'Pure laugh-out-loud social comedy' Daily Mail
'Hilarious and horrifying . . . funny, clever and well observed' Guardian
'Marina Lewycka is funny, intelligent and refreshingly generous. She writes
about modern life so well' New Statesman
Stupid Leaders-Andrew Vanderdussen 2019-03-04 A look at leaders and
their stupid mistakes throughout history.
Stupid Liberals-Leland Gregory 2012-04-10 Leland Gregory's 17 previous
humor collections with AMP are all in print and all are staples on the humor
backlist, including Stupid American History, which was a New York Times
best-seller, and Stupid History, which has shipped over 130,000 copies.
Silly, shocking, weird, and hilariously funny, the one- or two-paragraph
anecdotes that comprise Gregory's new anthology of stupid things said and
done by American liberals--politicians, citizens, journalists, professionals,
workers, anyone who stands to the left of center--are culled from print,
online, and broadcast media from all over the world. Here's a sample: *
Residents of Longmont, Colorado, voted to abolish all "Dead End" signs and
replace them with "No Outlet" signs. The local citizenry felt the "Dead End"
signs were too unpleasant.
Humans: A Brief History of How We F*cked It All Up-Tom Phillips
2019-05-07 Modern humans have come a long way in the seventy thousand
years they’ve walked the earth. Art, science, culture, trade—on the
evolutionary food chain, we’re true winners. But it hasn’t always been
smooth sailing, and sometimes—just occasionally—we’ve managed to truly
f*ck things up. Weaving together history, science, politics and pop culture,
Humans offers a panoramic exploration of humankind in all its glory, or lack
thereof. From Lucy, our first ancestor, who fell out of a tree and died, to
General Zhou Shou of China, who stored gunpowder in his palace before a
lantern festival, to the Austrian army attacking itself one drunken night, to
the most spectacular fails of the present day, Humans reveals how even the
most mundane mistakes can shift the course of civilization as we know it.
Lively, wry and brimming with brilliant insight, this unique compendium
offers a fresh take on world history and is one of the most entertaining
reads of the year.
The Dumb Book-Editors of Readers Digest 2014-03-18 The old adage truth
is stranger than fiction can also be construed as truth is funnier than fiction
and we see no shortage of real people doing and saying dumb things and
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making us laugh in the process. The Editors of Reader’s Digest present a
hilarious collection of dumb people doing dumb things. Every day in
America we are bombarded by stupidity; sometimes we just shake our
heads, but most of the time we get a good laugh out of the really dumb
things people do and say. In our first collection of dumb stories we poke a
little fun at the unbelievably dumb things that happen in our lives and have
a good chuckle along the way. “You’re a dumb criminal if…You’re not picky
about your office locations. Christopher Exley of Everett, Washington, was
arrested for conducting a drug deal over the phone—in the bathroom of the
Everett Police Department.” “During my brother-in-law’s first performance
review, his boss said, “I’m not quite sure what it is you do here. But
whatever it is, could you do it faster?” --Jeanie Waara, Philip, SD “In an
attempt to balance work and motherhood, I delegated the grocery shopping
to my young babysitter. But the job proved a tad daunting. One day while I
was at work, she texted me from the supermarket. “Can’t find Brillo pads,”
she wrote. “All they have are Tampax and Kotex.” --Kimberly Clark,
Alpharetta, GA “I overheard an elderly gentleman tell his friend that he
couldn’t meet him the next day because he had to go to the hospital for an
autopsy. His friend was sympathetic: “I had one of those last year. Luckily it
wasn’t serious.” --Tracy Moralee, Hitchin, Great Britain
Stupid American History-Leland Gregory 2009-04-21 America is the home of
the brave and, apparently, the stupid and gullible. Satirist Leland Gregory
teaches us a lesson in historical hilarity with Stupid American History. From
Columbus to George W. Bush (that's a lot of material, people), Leland leads
us through American history's mythconceptions, exposing idiocy and inanity
along the time line. He reeducates by informing us about myths. For
example, Samuel Prescott actually was the guy to alert us that the British
were coming and not that Paul Revere dude. Move over Colbert and
Stewart; satire has finally found its rightful place in American history.
Excerpt from the book: "John Tyler was on his knees playing marbles when
he was informed that Benjamin Harrison had died and he was now president
of the United States. At that time marbles was a very popular game for both
children and grown-ups." For reasons still unknown, Texas congressman
Thomas Lindsay Blanton, a Presbyterian Sunday school teacher and
prohibitionist, inserted dirty words into the Congressional Record in 1921.
His colleagues overwhelmingly censured him on October 24, 1921, by a vote
of 293-0."
A Short History of Man-Hans-Hermann Hoppe 2015-03-19 A Short History
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of Man: Progress and Decline represents nothing less than a sweeping
revisionist history of mankind, in a concise and readable volume. Dr. HansHermann Hoppe skillfully weaves history, sociology, ethics, and Misesian
praxeology to present an alternative — and highly challenging — view of
human economic development over the ages. As always, Dr. Hoppe
addresses the fundamental questions as only he can. How do family and
social bonds develop? Why is the concept of private property so vitally
important to human flourishing? What made the leap from a Malthusian
subsistence society to an industrial society possible? How did we devolve
from aristocracy to monarchy to social democratic welfare states? And how
did modern central governments become the all-powerful rulers over nearly
every aspect of our lives? Dr. Hoppe examines and answers all of these
often thorny questions without resorting to platitudes or bowdlerized
history. This is Hoppe at his best: calmly and methodically skewering sacred
cows.
Stupid-Kim Firmston 2014-03-11 Martin's been diagnosed with ADHD, but
he feels something about his diagnosis isn't right. The Ritalin he's
prescribed doesn't seem to make a difference. When Martin's grades
continue to sink no matter how hard he tries, his father writes him off as
lazy and just plain stupid. His dad is convinced that Martin just needs to
focus more on his studies and less on making movies. One night while out
pursuing his passion on the city streets with his camera, Martin meets Stick
and is introduced to the energetic and exciting pastime of parkour -- freerunning. While filming Stick's flips and tricks, Martin begins to see a
connection between how his brain interprets the world, all jumbled and fastmoving and out of order, and what the free-runners see. Camera in hand,
Martin sets out to make a video that will show his dad what he sees, and
hopefully get him to understand that Martin's real learning disability,
dyslexia, has never been properly diagnosed. [Fry reading level - 3.0]
Stupid Science-Leland Gregory 2009-06-15 New York Times best-selling
humorist Leland Gregory chronicles laboratory experiments gone awry,
modern-day mad scientists, and scientific mythconceptions inside Stupid
Science. Consider these cases of misdirected human activity, each in the
name of science: * The Illinois Department of Conservation spent $180,000
to study the contents of owl vomit. * Georgia State University psychology
professor James Dabbs discovered in 1988 that trial lawyers have about 30
percent more testosterone in their bodies than normal people (regardless of
gender). Dabbs stated in the Journal of Applied Social Psychology that high
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testosterone levels are often linked to aggressiveness and "antisocial
behavior." We all knew that lawyers were full of something--now we know
it's testosterone. * What do stinky cheese and unclean feet have in common?
They both attract mosquitoes according to a November 8, 1996 article from
Reuters.
Jackass-Sean Cliver 2010 A photo retrospective commemorating the hit
MTV show's 10th anniversary includes stills from the best Jackass segments
featuring Johnny Knoxville, Steve-O, Wee-Man, Bam Margera and more, as
well as photos from group's early days at Big Brother magazine, in a book
with plenty of skateboard tricks, practical jokes and all-around stupid
stunts. TV tie-in.
The Psychology of Stupidity-Jean-Francois Marmion 2020-10-06 "We need
books like this one." --Steven Pinker At last, stupidity explained! And by
some of the world's smartest people, among them Daniel Kahneman, Dan
Ariely, Alison Gopnik, Howard Gardner, Antonio Damasio, Aaron James, and
Ryan Holiday. And so I proclaim, o idiots of every stripe and morons of all
kinds, this is your moment of glory: this book speaks only to you. But you
will not recognize yourselves... Stupidity is all around us, from the coworker
who won't stop hitting "reply all" to the former high school classmate
posting conspiracy theories on Facebook. But in order to vanquish it, we
must first understand it. In The Psychology of Stupidity, some of the world's
leading psychologists and thinkers--including a Nobel Prize winner and
bestselling authors--will show you... • why smart people sometimes believe
in utter nonsense; • how our lazy brains cause us to make the wrong
decisions; • why trying to debate fools is a trap; • how media manipulation
and Internet overstimulation make us dumber; • why the stupidest people
don't think they're stupid. The wisdom and wit of these experts are a balm
for our aggrieved souls and a beacon of hope in a world of morons.
The Life of a Stupid Man-Ryunosuke Akutagawa 2015-02-26 'What is the life
of a human being - a drop of dew, a flash of lightning? This is so sad, so sad.'
Autobiographical stories from one of Japan's masters of modernist storytelling. Introducing Little Black Classics: 80 books for Penguin's 80th
birthday. Little Black Classics celebrate the huge range and diversity of
Penguin Classics, with books from around the world and across many
centuries. They take us from a balloon ride over Victorian London to a
garden of blossom in Japan, from Tierra del Fuego to 16th-century
California and the Russian steppe. Here are stories lyrical and savage;
poems epic and intimate; essays satirical and inspirational; and ideas that
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have shaped the lives of millions. Ryunosuke Akutagawa (1892-1927).
Akutagawa's Rashomon and Seventeen Other Stories is also available in
Penguin Classics.
A Book of Stupid Stuff-Frank S. Farello 2018-08-04 What exactly is this
book? It's a mash up of the art of malapropism and the mixing up of
synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, intentional misspellings and a general
screwing up of the English language to produce (hopefully) comic results.
It's a mixed bag of stories, letters, poems and other silly stuff that comes
from a jar somewhere in the back of my mind labeled "Dumb Things That I
Think Of." The style is a conglomeration of nonsensical prose and verse that
a variety of individuals and publications have undertaken in their own
unique way and in doing so gave credence to my own natural style of humor
which led me to realize that I wasn't slowly going insane. Here's a brief
listing of some: John Lennon, Leo Gorcey, Mad Magazine, Lewis Carroll,
James Joyce and even some Monty Python thrown in for good measure. So,
while we've all experienced things in life that vary between the ridiculous to
the sublime, without a doubt this book definitely belongs in the ridiculous
category. Hope you enjoy it!
A Short History of the Motorcycle-Richard Hammond 2016-10-06 It's cold,
wet and dangerous, so why do we do it? Richard Hammond's A SHORT
HISTORY OF THE MOTORCYCLE attempts to explain what it is about bikes
and biking that calls to some people, leaving them powerless to resist. This
entertaining guide charts the history of the bike from its origins as a cheap
and modest means of transport for the masses to its modern incarnations: a
terrifying symbol of rebellion and menace, a high-tech racing machine and
the rich kid's plaything. We look at the bikes that have propelled people
across the world to work, to school and to their doom. As for the bikers ...
Edwardian ladies did it, though not in large numbers. Young bucks
desperate to prove their manhood did it, because it was the cheapest speed
available. Hammond examines bikers of every type, from the happy farmer
trundling through fields on their Honda Cub to the Hell's Angel terrorising
Californian towns on their hog. Wittily written and lavishly illustrated, A
SHORT HISTORY OF THE MOTORCYCLE is a thrilling ride for bikers and
non-bikers alike.
Science Made Stupid- 1985 Takes a humorous look at astronomy, physics,
geology, evolution, and biology, and includes parodies of geological charts
and the periodic table
A Short History of Drunkenness-Mark Forsyth 2018-05-08 From the
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internationally bestselling author of The Etymologicon, a lively and
fascinating exploration of humankind's favorite pastime Almost every
culture on earth has drink, and where there's drink there's drunkenness.
But in every age and in every place drunkenness is a little bit different. It
can be religious, it can be sexual, it can be the duty of kings or the relief of
peasants. It can be an offering to the ancestors, or a way of marking the end
of a day's work. It can send you to sleep, or send you into battle. A Short
History of Drunkenness traces humankind's love affair with booze from our
primate ancestors through to Prohibition, answering every possible question
along the way: What did people drink? How much? Who did the drinking? Of
the many possible reasons, why? On the way, learn about the Neolithic
Shamans, who drank to communicate with the spirit world (no pun
intended), marvel at how Greeks got giddy and Sumerians got sauced, and
find out how bars in the Wild West were never quite like in the movies. This
is a history of the world at its inebriated best.
Stupid Fast-Geoff Herbach 2011-06-01
How to Be Less Stupid About Race-Crystal Marie Fleming 2018-09-18 A
unique and irreverent take on everything that's wrong with our “national
conversation about race”—and what to do about it How to Be Less Stupid
About Race is your essential guide to breaking through the half-truths and
ridiculous misconceptions that have thoroughly corrupted the way race is
represented in the classroom, pop culture, media, and politics. Centuries
after our nation was founded on genocide, settler colonialism, and slavery,
many Americans are kinda-sorta-maybe waking up to the reality that our
racial politics are (still) garbage. But in the midst of this reckoning,
widespread denial and misunderstandings about race persist, even as white
supremacy and racial injustice are more visible than ever before. Combining
no-holds-barred social critique, humorous personal anecdotes, and analysis
of the latest interdisciplinary scholarship on systemic racism, sociologist
Crystal M. Fleming provides a fresh, accessible, and irreverent take on
everything that’s wrong with our “national conversation about race.”
Drawing upon critical race theory, as well as her own experiences as a
queer black millennial college professor and researcher, Fleming unveils
how systemic racism exposes us all to racial ignorance—and provides a road
map for transforming our knowledge into concrete social change. Searing,
sobering, and urgently needed, How to Be Less Stupid About Race is a truth
bomb for your racist relative, friend, or boss, and a call to action for
everyone who wants to challenge white supremacy and intersectional
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oppression. If you like Issa Rae, Justin Simien, Angela Davis, and Morgan
Jerkins, then this deeply relevant, bold, and incisive book is for you.
The Natural Science of Stupidity-Paul Tabori 2012-05-01
Bored, Lonely, Angry, Stupid-Luke Fernandez 2020-07-07 Facebook makes
us lonely. Selfies breed narcissism. On Twitter, hostility reigns. Pundits and
psychologists warn that digital technologies substantially alter our
emotional states. But Luke Fernandez and Susan Matt show that technology
doesn’t just affect how we feel from moment to moment—it changes
profoundly the underlying emotions themselves.
A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian-Marina Lewycka 2006-03-28 With
this wise, tender, and deeply funny novel, Marina Lewycka takes her place
alongside Zadie Smith and Monica Ali as a writer who can capture the
unchanging verities of family. When an elderly and newly widowed
Ukrainian immigrant announces his intention to remarry, his daughters
must set aside their longtime feud to thwart him. For their father’s intended
is a voluptuous old-country gold digger with a proclivity for green satin
underwear and an appetite for the good life of the West. As the hostilities
mount and family secrets spill out, A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian
combines sex, bitchiness, wit, and genuine warmth in its celebration of the
pleasure of growing old disgracefully.
Strange History-Bathroom Readers' Institute 2016-06-01 Whether it’s B.C.
or A.D., you’ll be wondering WTF! This exciting title from the folks at the
Bathroom Readers' Institute contains the strangest short history articles
from over 30 Bathroom Readers—along with 50 all-new pages. From the
20th century to the Old West, from the Age of Enlightenment to the Dark
Ages, from ancient cultures all the way back to the dawn of time, Strange
History is overflowing with mysterious artifacts, macabre legends, kooky
inventions, reality-challenged rulers, boneheaded blunders, and mindblowing facts. Read about… The curse of Macbeth Stupid history:
Hollywood style The secret LSD experiments of the 1960s In search of the
lost “Cloud People” of Peru The Swedish queen who declared war on fleas
Unearthing the past with the Outhouse Detectives The Apollo astronaut who
swears he saw a UFO How to brew a batch of 5,000-year-old beer The
brutal bloodbaths at Rome’s Coliseum Ghostly soup from ancient China The
bathroom of the 1970s And much, much more!
A Futile and Stupid Gesture-Josh Karp 2006 Uses 150 interviews to provide
a behind-the-scenes look at humorist Doug Kenney and his role in the
history of the revolutionary humor magazine "National Lampoon."
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Just Stupid!-Andy Griffiths 2017-03-28 Another JUST outrageous title from
the author of the NY Times bestseller THE DAY MY BUTT WENT PSYCHO!
The series that made Andy Griffiths an Australian publishing phenomenon is
sweeping America! Before introducing the world to butts gone bad, Andy
Griffiths unleashed the bestselling JUST books. The series continues to
amuse, annoy, and totally ick out readers with this latest collection of just
stupid stories. GASP as Andy careens downhill in a runaway baby carriage
wearing only a diaper.... SQUIRM as he almost explodes searching for a
bathroom in a shopping mall.... GROAN as he stuffs twenty marshmallows in
his mouth-and then has to kiss the cutest girl in class... But most of all,
LAUGH -- because Andy Griffiths is back with more JUST STUPID
adventures!
Another Stupid Trilogy-Bill Ricardi 2019-09-01 "If your own intelligence was
the fuel that your magic ran on, how brightly would you dare to burn?" This
box set contains the complete 'Another Stupid Trilogy' story line; an
unabridged collection of Sorch's adventures through Panos! And as a
BONUS, we've included Sorch's origin story: 'Shaman's Fable'. Bill Ricardi's
debut fantasy series, written as the first person diary of an orc who wanted
to live a braver life, was an immediate sensation. Podium Publishing quickly
secured the audiobook rights, helping to propel 'Another Stupid Trilogy' into
the hearts of fantasy fans around the globe. Sorch is an abused orc mage in
a world where orcs are cursed with stupidity every time they cast a spell. As
a slave to the Voodoo Engine, he was fated to live a short, unrewarding life.
While foraging for food one night, Sorch stumbles upon two human mages
in big trouble. He saves their lives, and in return they give him an amulet
that will make his life easier. Unbeknownst to the humans, their gift grants
Sorch the power to break the cycle of intelligence drain and physical abuse.
With the help of his friends, Sorch becomes a real mage. He leaves his
swamp and embarks on a series of incredibly exciting and dangerous
adventures. During his travels he encounters horrible injury, magical
treasures, love, snow, university admissions tests, a plot against the
Kingdom, and then of course he saves the world. Or does he? Now you can
buy the entire trilogy, including the bonus prequel story, for one low price.
A Short History of the Girl Next Door-Jared Reck 2018-12-24 After years of
pining for the girl next door, 15-year-old Matthew Wainwright must deal
with Tabby dating a popular senior just when he needs her most in this
fiercely funny and heart-wrenching debut novel.
A Short History of the English Colonies in America-Henry Cabot Lodge 1881
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This book contains general histories of the thirteen British colonies in North
America. Each colony is summarized chronilogically, from date of inception
to just before the American Revolution. The author ends the work with a
summary of the American Revolution and peace in 1782. Most of the
content is focused on political and military history.
Surveillance-Bernard Keane 2015-07-29 The government is spying on
everyone. But who is spying on the government? A ruthless online activist
group called Kittehsaurus Rox has hacked into top-secret Cabinet
information and gone public with it, creating widespread panic and
embarrassing a government that will stop at nothing to hunt down 'KSR'.
Journalist and cyber-expert Kat Sharpe is chosen by KSR to break news of
their operations, and overnight she becomes the media sensation she has
always longed to be. But as she gets closer to KSR and its circle of
supporters, she can't shake the feeling that something doesn't add up.
Cybersecurity company Veldtech Industries is in line to make a fortune out
of the carnage created by the hackers. But they have their own desperate
secrets to protect - from the government and from each other. Surveillance
is a thrilling, timely novel about the price we pay for our 'security' and the
lengths companies - and governments - will go to hide the truth.
www.veldtech.com.au
The Grand Design-Stephen Hawking 2010-09-07 #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER When and how did the universe begin? Why are we here?
What is the nature of reality? Is the apparent “grand design” of our universe
evidence of a benevolent creator who set things in motion—or does science
offer another explanation? In this startling and lavishly illustrated book,
Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow present the most recent scientific
thinking about these and other abiding mysteries of the universe, in
nontechnical language marked by brilliance and simplicity. According to
quantum theory, the cosmos does not have just a single existence or history.
The authors explain that we ourselves are the product of quantum
fluctuations in the early universe, and show how quantum theory predicts
the “multiverse”—the idea that ours is just one of many universes that
appeared spontaneously out of nothing, each with different laws of nature.
They conclude with a riveting assessment of M-theory, an explanation of the
laws governing our universe that is currently the only viable candidate for a
“theory of everything”: the unified theory that Einstein was looking for,
which, if confirmed, would represent the ultimate triumph of human reason.
Too Dumb to Fail-Matt K. Lewis 2016-01-26 From a leading voice among
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young conservatives, an impassioned argument that to stay relevant the
Republican Party must look beyond short-term electoral gains and recommit to historic conservative values. In 1963 Richard Hofstadter
published his landmark book Anti-Intellectualism in American Life. Today,
Matt Lewis argues, America's inclination toward simplicity and stupidity is
stronger than ever, and its greatest victim is the Republican Party. Lewis, a
respected conservative columnist and frequent guest on MSNBC's Morning
Joe, eviscerates the phenomenon of candidates with a "no experience
required" mentality and tea party "patriots" who possess bluster but few
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core beliefs. Lewis traces the conservative movement's roots, from Edmund
Burke to William F. Buckley, and from Goldwater's loss to Reagan's
landslide victory. He highlights visionary thinkers who understood nuance
and deep ideology and changed the course of the nation. As we approach
the 2016 presidential election, Lewis has an urgent message for fellow
conservatives: embrace wisdom, humility, qualifications, and inclusion -- or
face extinction.
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